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Abstract

The feasibility, cost, and air quality impacts of using electrical grids to shift water use from drought-stricken regions to areas with more water availability were examined. Power plant cooling represents a large portion of freshwater withdrawals in the United States, and shifting where electricity generation occurs can allow the grid to act as a virtual water pipeline, increasing water availability in regions with drought by reducing water consumption and withdrawals for power generation. During a 2006 drought, shifting electricity generation out of the most impacted areas of South Texas (∼10% of base case generation) to other parts of the grid would have been feasible using transmission and power generation available at the time, and some areas would experience changes in air quality. Although expensive, drought-based electricity dispatch is a potential parallel strategy that can be faster to implement than other infrastructure changes, such as air cooling or water pipelines.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Over the past several decades, droughts in the United States have tended to become more extreme [1], and drought is expected to become more frequent in many areas of the United States, including Texas [2]. A drought in the western United States from 1998 to 2004 was nearly record setting in terms of decreased water availability [3, 4]. Other short term droughts, such as in Texas in 2011 [5] and the Midwest in 2012 [6], have also been severe. In the United States, cooling for electricity generating units (EGUs), which are commonly known as power plants, accounts for approximately 40% of freshwater withdrawals [7], which is defined as the total amount of water that is removed from a source [8].
plants also account for approximately 3% of total domestic water consumption [9], which is defined as the portion of water that is not returned to the source from which it was removed [10]. Due to their critical need for cooling water, thermoelectric power plants are vulnerable to water shortages that can occur during drought [11]. For example, in the summer of 2007, severe droughts in the southeastern United States forced localized reductions in nuclear power generation due to insufficient cooling water [12, 13]. Thus, drought can increase stress on both the water and electricity generation infrastructures.

Texas makes a particularly interesting testbed for examining the interconnectivity of water systems and electricity generation. From a water systems perspective, the state has large variability in precipitation from arid (west) to relatively wet (east) and several river systems that do not cross state boundaries [11]. Texas also has a self-contained electric grid, the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT), which services 23 million customers, which is small enough to model effectively but large enough to have useful results for the national scale [14]. The generation resources in ERCOT are a reasonable approximation of the national mix and include all major fuel types and prime mover technologies (such as combined cycle, steam turbine, and simple cycle combustion turbine natural gas-fired power plants) [15]. Texas also has experienced several severe droughts in recent history [16]. Finally, future population and electricity demand growth in Texas is predicted to increase the stress on both the water and electricity infrastructures systems [7, 17], even during times with relatively more water availability.

1.2. Scope of work

Previous studies [14, 18] have shown that changes in where electricity is generated can cause significant changes in both the magnitude and location of air pollutant emissions. Electricity generation can be dispatched, where dispatching refers to the process by which power plants are assigned generation by an electric grid operator like ERCOT, to minimize air quality impacts if the electric grid has sufficient flexibility in transmission and generation capacity. This work expands on these previous analyses of dispatching for air quality objectives, demonstrating that the grid can also be operated as a virtual water ‘pipeline’ to ‘deliver’ increased water availability in drought-stricken regions by shifting power generation to other areas of the grid. These shifts in generation, while increasing water availability in targeted regions, can potentially increase electricity costs and change the spatial distribution of air pollutant emissions. Individual power plant factors such as fuel type [19, 20], cooling system configuration [7, 20] and prime movers (e.g. the power cycle) can affect water withdrawals and water consumption. Thus, changing the dispatch order may also impact the fuel mix for ERCOT, which can affect water usage in the electricity generation sector. Typical values for fossil fuels EGUs range from 1100 to 189 000 l MWh$^{-1}$ for water withdrawals and 1000–1800 l MWh$^{-1}$ for water consumption [7]. This work reports changes to both consumptive water use and withdrawals at power plants in Texas that would result from dispatching power generation away from drought-stricken regions.

Recent studies [21–23] have examined reducing the water footprint of electricity generation through the installation of air cooling technologies, which take years to deploy. Since the dispatch order can be adjusted on a daily or even faster basis, the approach outlined in this work offers the potential for rapid implementation and quick adaptation to shifts in the location of drought. The shifts may also have non-monetized costs associated with changes in the amount and location of emissions of nitrogen oxides (NO$_x$) and sulfur dioxide (SO$_2$). NO$_x$ is a precursor for ozone formation, which has been linked to health impacts such as increased respiratory mortality [24, 25]. While SO$_2$ is one of many precursors for fine particulate matter (PM), it contributes to the formation of PM sulfate, which is the largest mass component of fine PM in Texas [26], and the most sensitive PM species to changes in electricity generation [27, 28]. Fine PM has been shown to increase instances of lung cancer and overall morbidity [24, 29].

2. Methods

2.1. Episode selection

For this work, the potential impacts of drought-based electricity dispatch in ERCOT were examined using a 33-day episode from 31 May–2 July 2006. While Texas has experienced several periods of drought in the last decade [16], this particular drought episode was chosen for this proof of concept work since it corresponded with the period that the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) had previously chosen for air quality planning in Texas [30]. In Texas, both the Dallas–Fort Worth and Houston areas are currently in non-compliance with the federal 8-h ozone standard [31], and policy changes that would negatively impact air quality in these areas would thus be difficult to implement. Therefore, it is important to characterize the potential air quality impacts of water availability-based changes in the electricity generation sector. A description of the air quality model used in this work is available in the supplementary data (available at stacks.iop.org/ERL/8/035029/mmedia).

2.2. Power plant water use factors

The average water use per unit of generation at each power plant in ERCOT was characterized by a previously-developed consumption rate [10] and withdrawal rate [9]. These data were used, rather than data from the US Energy Information Administration (EIA) [32] because recent research [9, 20] has found numerous inaccuracies in water withdrawal data that is reported annually to the EIA. For the year 2008, Averyt et al [9] classified each power plant in the United States based on its fuel, generation technology, and cooling system type and assigned the median withdrawal rate for the configuration [20]. Power plant-specific consumption rates
Table 1. Summary of the drought-driven constraints on electricity generation for each scenario examined in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario name</th>
<th>Constraints in abnormally dry and moderate drought regions</th>
<th>Constraints in severe drought regions</th>
<th>Changes in extreme and exceptional drought regions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base case</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>0% net consumptive water increase from the base case</td>
<td>No water withdrawing electricity generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>5% net consumptive water decrease from the base case</td>
<td>No water withdrawing electricity generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>10% net consumptive water decrease from the base case</td>
<td>No water withdrawing electricity generation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

were estimated by King et al [10] using 2006 total water consumption data and total electricity generation that was reported to the TCEQ. King et al [10] screened data for completeness and used average factors specific to fuel type and generation technology when incomplete or erroneous data was found. Both resources [9, 10] provide estimates of the error bounds associated these factors, but a detailed discussion of error bounds is beyond the scope of this work.

2.3. Electricity generation model

For each hour in the episode, a PowerWorld model was used to determine the generation level (MWh) at each power plant in ERCOT that minimized the total cost of electricity generation subject to meeting demand and including line losses, transmission line capacity limits, and EGU maximum and minimum generation levels. A linear programming (LP) approach was used that allowed for all constraints to be met, including inequalities. More information on the implementation of this electricity generation model in ERCOT is available in prior publications [14, 33]. As shown in table S1 (see supplementary data available at stacks.iop.org/ERL/8/035029/mmedia), the PowerWorld model was validated based on a comparison to industry data for June 2006 [32], and performance was consistent with a similar model in peer-reviewed literature [34]. For each hour and each power plant, water consumption and withdrawals were calculated by multiplying the unit generation (MWh) by the matched water usage rates (m$^3$ MWh$^{-1}$) that were described in section 1.2.

For the base case in this work, the PowerWorld model was executed with an objective of minimizing the total generation cost in ERCOT while excluding water-based constraints. The choice of a cost-minimized base case is consistent with ERCOT operations in which generation rights are assigned based on bidding by power plants while accounting for transmission and security constraints [35]. In addition, four scenarios in which the grid was operated based on water consumption constraints were examined and are summarized in table 1. The water consumption constraints applied to ERCOT were based on the spatial location of each power plant relative to the US Drought Monitor intensity index for Texas on 13 June 2006 [36], as shown in figure 1. For this period, all of Texas was classified as being under drought conditions [36], although the intensity varied geographically from abnormally dry (least intense) to exceptional drought (most intense) as shown in figure 1. In practice, drought-based changes to the spatial location of electricity generation in Texas could be applied based on a number of different drought measurement techniques, but this work presents a proof of concept using the US Drought Monitor intensity index.

The first scenario (Scenario A) involved eliminating water withdrawing electricity generation in areas of South Texas with extreme and exceptional drought (as shown in figure 1) and represented the minimum cost strategy for shifting water use from the highest drought areas. For Scenario A, the shifted electricity generation (7.7 GW of generation capacity and 9.9% of base case generation) was dispatched based on minimizing total additional cost in ERCOT. In order to prevent exporting water availability issues
to other areas that were classified as having severe drought (the next most intense drought class as show figure 1), three additional scenarios were modeled in which no generation occurred in extreme and exceptional drought regions (the same constraint as Scenario A) and with another constraint that total cooling water consumption in severe drought areas either remained constant (Scenario B), decreased by 5% (Scenario C), or decreased by 10% (Scenario D) compared to the base case. The net consumptive water constraints in severe drought regions (Scenarios B–D) were enforced by reducing the maximum generation at each power plant in the region by a constant factor until the constraint was met. For example, in Scenario C, the maximum generation at all power plants in the severe drought region were reduced by 37% so that the sum of all water consumption in the severe drought region was 5% less than in the base case simulation. While more sophisticated approaches to reducing cooling water consumption in severe drought regions could be implemented in future work, the constant factor approach was chosen for its clarity as a proof of concept. Further reductions in water consumption (>10%) in severe drought regions violated capacity or transmission constraints within ERCOT. This work also reports changes to water withdrawals, which were not used to constrain grid operation. Using this 2006 episode, the results presented here are a first attempt at assessing the feasibility and relative cost of this strategy, rather than a full-scale implementation model.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Drought-based grid changes and costs

All scenarios offered an average reduction of consumptive water use of 188 000 m³ d⁻¹ and withdrawal reductions of 174 000 m³ d⁻¹ in areas with extreme and exceptional drought (tables S2 and S3 in supplementary data available at stacks.iop.org/ERL/8/035029/mmedia). The avoided water consumption in extreme and exceptional drought regions would be enough for the personal use of 360 000 people based on average domestic water usage in Texas [8], for the production of ethanol for 1.8 million miles of driving from corn grain in irrigated fields [37], or to produce 16 billion cubic feet per day of the average Texas shale gas [19]. For Scenario D, in which water consumption in the severe drought region is reduced by 10% from the base case, the electric grid offers enough flexibility to avoid additional water consumption of 47 000 m³ d⁻¹ in the regions with severe drought in this episode. While cooling water consumption in the rest of ERCOT (abnormally dry and moderate drought regions as shown in figure 1) increases by 10%–34% for the four scenarios (A–D) compared to the base case, total cooling water consumption in ERCOT (table S2) decreases in all scenarios compared to the base case. The maximum of 7% reduction in total ERCOT cooling water consumption occurs in Scenario A, in which electricity dispatch is unconstrained in the severe drought regions. The reduction in cooling water consumption in Scenario A is driven by decreased coal-fired electricity generation in ERCOT (table S4, see supplementary data available at stacks.iop.org/ERL/8/035029/mmedia), which typically has a higher water consumption rate than the natural gas facilities [19, 23] that our model indicates would replace the coal-fired generation. The total savings in cooling water consumption are reduced with increasing constraints in the severe drought region due to the increased use of less efficient peaking natural gas plants in ERCOT. Total water withdrawals increase 5%–23% in ERCOT versus the base case scenario (table S3) and increase with increasing grid constraints. The increases in ERCOT total cooling water withdrawals are driven by more use of less efficient natural gas plants, which often have once-through cooling water systems in Texas.

The shifting of 9.9% of the ERCOT episode base case generation from EGUs in areas of extreme and exceptional drought in South Texas causes electricity generation to become more expensive by dispatching generation to higher cost power plants in other locations. Scenario A would increase the average cost of electricity generation by $1.28 MWh⁻¹, a 5% increase over the base case scenario. Further restricting water consumption in severe drought regions (Scenarios B–D), as shown in table S5 (see supplementary data available at stacks.iop.org/ERL/8/035029/mmedia), would increase the average ERCOT generation cost per MWh by up to 13%. While average prices can illustrate the magnitude of the cost associated with a change, electricity is priced based on marginal cost, which varies with demand level. In this episode, cost increases associated with drought-based electricity dispatch in ERCOT were modeled to range from $0.51 to $0.83 MWh⁻¹ for base-load conditions (2%–3% increase from the base case) and $3 to $15 MWh⁻¹ (9%–45% increase from the base case) for the episode peak demand hour.

Past research has characterized the cost of changing the electricity dispatch for ERCOT based on NOx, emissions pricing [14] and fuel costs [33, 34]. This work characterizes the range of price incentives ($ MWh⁻¹) that would need to be given to electricity producers in less drought-affected regions of ERCOT in order to shift generation to some of the more expensive facilities in those areas. In practice, these price incentives could either be given as a subsidy to facilities at which more generation is desired or as an additional cost to facilities in drought-stricken regions in order to change the relative dispatch order in ERCOT. However, this strategy might have additional costs associated with compensating EGUs that would be forced to eliminate or decrease generation, but estimating these costs is beyond the scope of this work. In addition, the change from a zonal to a nodal based pricing system, undertaken by ERCOT in 2010 to improve dispatch efficiencies and price signals [35] may alter costs.

Recently, Texas has built physical pipelines as a method of increasing water availability in some regions with prolonged water scarcity concerns. For example, a planned 240 mile pipeline to deliver 370 000 m³ d⁻¹ from Lake Palestine to the Dallas–Fort Worth area would have a total capital cost of $888 million and an estimated cost of $0.63 m⁻³ water [38]. If a similar pipeline were
constructed to deliver water for the power generation sector in a region and was used only during drought years, the unit cost would double to $1.26 m\textsuperscript{−}3 water, assuming the frequency of drought in Texas remained the same as from 1990 to 2010 [16]. By comparison, the drought-based dispatch strategies would cost $6.80–$15.89 m\textsuperscript{−}3 water for consumptive water reductions in extreme, exceptional, and severe drought regions and $0.74–$2.15 m\textsuperscript{−}3 water for targeted withdrawal reductions in extreme and exceptional drought regions.

Another proposed policy for cooling water reductions would be to install air cooling systems at the 38 EGUs in areas of extreme and exceptional drought in this episode. The cost of air cooling is largely driven by the parasitic loss of electricity generation at the power plant caused by the technology. Assuming an average 2% parasitic loss [22], the estimated range of the cost of this air cooling strategy was found to be $0.09–$0.43 MWh\textsuperscript{−1} for the episode average and maximum electricity price, respectively, in the ERCOT South Zone [39] based on methods in Stillwell and Webber [21]. Parasitic losses can vary from nearly 0% to 10% based on factors such as temperature and humidity [21]. At the upper limit of 10% for parasitic loss, the cost of air cooling would be $0.37 MWh\textsuperscript{−1} and $68.11 MWh\textsuperscript{−1}, at the episode average and maximum electricity price in the South Zone, respectively. While the cost of drought-based grid dispatching appears to be substantially more than air cooling with the exception of cases of high parasitic loss or electricity cost, the strategy could be implemented without making new capital investments at power plants and could respond to changes in the spatial extent of drought. Cost comparisons for drought-based dispatching and other infrastructure changes are summarized in table S6 (see supplementary data available at stacks.iop.org/ERL/8/035029/mmedia). This policy could be rapidly deployed while other physical adjustments—such as adding air cooling systems, building or expanding reservoirs, or building water pipelines—are conducted in parallel. However, it is possible that optimization in future work could improve the economics of drought-based dispatching.

3.2. Effect on regional air quality

Changing the spatial distribution of power generation in ERCOT would not only change the location of cooling water usage but also the location of air pollutant emissions in the power generation sector. Total SO\textsubscript{2} emissions from ERCOT power plants (as shown in table S7, see supplementary data available at stacks.iop.org/ERL/8/035029/mmedia) decrease 3–21% from the base case. In Scenario A, the reduction in SO\textsubscript{2} occurs because the generation from several coal EGUs in South Texas is replaced with a less sulfur-intensive power generation mix (table S4). In Scenarios B–D, additional SO\textsubscript{2} reductions are modeled based on decreased coal-fired power generation in the severe drought region. However, other areas (abnormally dry and moderate drought regions as shown in figure 1) experience 5–13% increases in SO\textsubscript{2} emissions compared to the base case (table S7, see supplementary data available at stacks.iop.org/ERL/8/035029/mmedia). The impact on total ERCOT NO\textsubscript{x} emissions (table S8, see supplementary data available at stacks.iop.org/ERL/8/035029/mmedia) was more complicated than for SO\textsubscript{2} emissions, with changes from the base case ranging from −2% (Scenario A) to +8% (Scenario D). In Scenarios B–D, NO\textsubscript{x} emissions reductions in exceptional and extreme drought regions from decreased coal-fired power generation (table S4) were offset by the increased use of higher emitting natural gas peaking units as constraints on where generation could occur the grid were increased.

Since the secondary formation of ozone [40, 41] and PM [42] can vary significantly based on geographic location of changes in precursor emissions, photochemical modeling was used to resolve the average PM and ozone concentration changes over the episode (figures S2 and S3, see supplementary data available at stacks.iop.org/ERL/8/035029/mmedia). The maximum of the episode average changes from the base case for ozone were +0.2 ppb (increase from the base case) to −0.55 ppb (decrease from the base case). Maximum changes in fine PM were highly localized and on the order of ±0.25 µg m\textsuperscript{−3}. A surprising result (figure S3) was the maximum changes for fine PM that occurred in the Scenario A in the region northwest of Houston. This maximum increase was driven by locally increased generation at a facility with multiple EGUs. This area of increased PM formation was limited in Scenario B–D since generation was restricted at that facility.

4. Conclusions

The electric grid in Texas (ERCOT) can be used as a means of changing the spatial distribution of cooling water consumption and withdrawals in the state. This method was demonstrated with a model for an historical episode from 2006 in which 7.7 GW of generation capacity were in intensive drought regions were removed from the dispatch order. The approach demonstrated here would reduce cooling water consumption by 188 000 m\textsuperscript{3} d\textsuperscript{−1} in the worst-hit drought areas, which is enough water for the average daily water use of 360 000 Texans. In addition, this strategy decreased over all cooling water consumption in the state at a price that is cost competitive with air cooling at the upper end of observed electricity prices in the region, and could be a potential parallel strategy while other physical adjustment to water infrastructures are completed.
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